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1. Introduction – Microgrids are gaining popularity primarily due to their ability to integrate distributed 
renewable energy. Direct Current (DC) - based operation results in significantly higher operational 
efficiency; however, it exhibits energy drawbacks such as congestion, instability, and imbalances. 
Incorporating demand management through dynamic pricing presents a potential solution to these 
challenges. A key concern of dynamic pricing is the risk of it being inequitable. Implementing energy 
markets through a novel blockchain-based market mechanism is proposed to address the concern. 
 
2. Experimental – Innovative technology to facilitate localised peer-to-peer energy exchange markets have 
been investigated from a transactional perspective. The energy market has been modelled through a 
traditional contract with the aid of a proposed framework. The contract terms have then been transferred to 
smart contracts implemented in software. Three classes of power system users have been considered: 
producers, prosumers, and consumers. Stored electrical energy units are represented through protocol 
tokens (ePower) and the local currency as stable tokens (eZAR). In the first part of the study, the application 
of conventional smart contracts has been investigated on an Ethereum Test Network. Predefined 
transactions were then processed on the system, noting any shortcomings. The second part developed a 
novel blockchain-based market mechanism to address these shortcomings. Energy exchange transactions 
for various energy balance and power quality conditions have been simulated among different network 
nodes representing various classes of market participants. 
 
3. Results and Discussion – The approach investigated in the first part of the study tediously facilitated 
rudimentary transactions. Despite the network being well established, it suffers from a fundamental 
limitation of scalability, resulting in increased transaction fees (gas costs) and reduced throughput. 
Furthermore, the flexibility of conventional smart contracts is limited, catering for modest applications. 
The novel blockchain-based market mechanism developed addressed these concerns whilst enabling more 
extensive applications such as regulating energy quality and managing the issuing of crypto assets. The 
suggested mechanism offers another advantage by being developed in Python, enabling simpler and cost-
effective implementation for larger-scale adoption. Lastly, essential energy transaction information 
(exchange participants, power quality compliance certificates, historical energy balances and exchanged 
energy amounts) can be stored on an immutable and distributed ledger accessible by any registered network 
participant, promoting enhanced auditability of the market. 
 
4. Conclusions – The adoption rate of DC microgrids will be naturally increased by subduing the challenge 
of energy congestion and imbalances through autonomous and decentralised energy markets. The novel 
blockchain-based market mechanism encourages energy exchange participation by serving as a neutral, 
regulated, decentralised and transparent platform. It enables users to exchange energy among their peers at 
their discretion. Transaction information can be securely stored and accessed, enhancing transaction 
auditability. The system addresses the shortcomings of prevalent approaches whilst demonstrating greater 
flexibility by its customisable nature. More advanced applications are enabled, such as the streamlined 
facilitation of energy transactions among independent power network participants per stipulated power 
quality regulations. The system further promotes auxiliary power services, through renewable energy, to 
traditional active power networks. The research contributes to overcoming the global energy crisis provided 
the regulatory implications can be addressed. 


